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Introduction: JWG 11 in Charlottenlund agreed to set up a small group from the members of
JWG 11 to discuss a new contribution from Mr. Mohri documented as JWG 11 N 12.  It was
introduced in the meeting, but it was not possible to edit the working draft JWG 11 N 15.
Therefore, the ad hoc group composed of Ms. A. Schwuchow, Dr. D. Fishman, Mr. Y.
Nakamura and Mr. F. Brigham, all of them are members of JWG 11, was asked to make a
report after the discussion how to amend the working document JWG 11 N 15A by the end of
November 1998.

This document includes a proposal to amend the working document.  Based on this
document, a new working document, JWG 11 N 15B for draft 5CD on IEC 80416-1: Basic
principles for creation of graphical symbols for use on equipment will be issued for further
discussion among all members of ISO/TC145-IEC/SC3C JWG11.

Relevant documents are;

1. JWG11 N15A: Draft 5CD 80416-1, working document version 1.2
2. JWG11 N12: Contribution from Mr. Mohri
3. Reflected e-mail, [JWG11 14] of 1998-11-24
4. Reflected e-mail, [JWG11 21] of 1998-11-25

Any comments on this document should be sent to ikeda@hike.te.chiba-u.ac.jp or
JWG11@hike.te.chiba-u.ac.jp for further open discussion.
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[JWG11 14] of 1998-11-24
Dear colleagues,

As Mr.H.Ikeda, Convener requested us to discuss an issue of "Nominal dimension" and
report consensus of the group to JWG11 by the end of November, I would like to start our
discussion and suggest that the new additional sentences to put in a existing working draft as
explained below.

Document "JWG 11 N 15A (1998-11-11)" is attached the file at the end of this mail.

1. Page 10, Item 8.2 Applicaion of the basic pattern

To achieve a visual impression of uniform size and optical weight among graphical symbols,
the symbol original should be fit into the basic pattern according to the following principles:

- for a graphical symbols consisting of a single geometrical form, such as a circle, a square
or a rectangle, the corresponding geometrical forms of the basic pattern should be used;

- in other cases care should be taken to ensure that graphical symbols are given equal size
and optical weight in a sense of consistency in IEC 60417; Symbol original should always
be created based on optical weight for a square 2 with a side of 50 mm specified in
nominal dimension.
  For example, a circler without external parts should be drawn on basic circle 3 with
56.6 mm diameter which is bigger than 500 mm (as shown b)), whereas a circle with
external parts should be drawn on smaller circle 4 with 50 mm diameter (as shown c) and
d))　in figure 5;

- symbol original should be designed to the larger size possible while ensuring the correct
relative size and optical weight and shall not extend beyond the octagon 8 of the basic
pattern;

- the line of the symbol original should be centered on the lines of the basic pattern
wherever possible.

2. Page 11, Item 8.3.1 Corner markings

(strikethrough: All symbol originals shall be drawn using )(strikethrough: basic
pattern)(strikethrough: in figure 4 and )(strikethrough: the) The corner markngs are part of the
symbol original reproduced in the standard.
This allows the 75 mm corner markings to be used to facilitate accurate scaling of graphical
symbols used on equipment.

Note - For example, if a graphical symbol needs to be reduced so that the desired dimension
between corner markings will be 15 mm, the percentage of reduction is caluculated as 15/75
x 100% or 20%. In this way, the cornermarkings allow reduction and enlargements to be
easily caluculated.

In addition to corner marking .....should be deleted
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3. Page 12; 8.3.2 Nomonal dimension

It is also halpful to put nominal dimension "n" to the symbol original as shown in figure 7, to
remark the basic square 2 with a side of 50 mm as stadard size of the symbols, and to
actually indicate dimensions in reprocing and manufacturing process.

Best regards,
Yuji
(See attached file: 80416-13-5CD.pdf)(See attached file: CornerMark-Nominaldimesion.doc)

---------

[JWG11 21] of 1998-11-25 JST
Dear colleagues,

In my document [JWG11 14] Which I circulated yesterday.

I would like to change my proposal as Nominal dimension "a" instead of new "n" in last
paragraph 8.3.2 Nominal dimension, and example figure 7 (attached again.)

We should be better to use "a" which includes in existing IEC60416, so that many counries
are using in local standards.

Best regards,
Yuji
(See attached file: NominalDimension-a-.doc)

a


